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Augusta Collection Blends Deep Seating With Adirondack Style

Douglas Nance has transformed adirondack chair features into plush, high end, deep seating furniture.
This new design adds style and comfort to teak deep seating markets in the casual furniture industry.

June 22, 2008 - PRLog -- West Palm Beach, FL –  Douglas Nance (a division of Atlantic Adirondack, Co.)
announces their Augusta line of teak deep seating furniture. A leap away from the ordinary, this collection
combines the Americana feel of an Adirondack chair with the grand comfort and style of fine teak furniture.

“We wanted to update the whole concept of sitting on the porch in a rustic Adirondack chair and I know we
hit the mark. This furniture is fantastic!” says owner and designer Craig Terrana. “This is a high-end
collection but with a very familiar appeal.” Adirondack chairs are still hugely popular. But much of that
appeal isn’t their comfort as much as the fond memories they evoke, such as relaxing with friends by the
beach or up at the cabin on the lake. Douglas Nance combines those great memories with exceptional
comfort. 

Featuring wide paddle arms, a sloping seat and rear supporting legs, it has some common elements of the
Adirondack chair. And although it could claim the Adirondack as a cousin, the Augusta has created a style
completely its own. This new design bucks the trend of other teak manufacturers to minimize the amount of
teak in favor of aluminium or stainless. Never to be described as sleek or slender, these pieces are typically
10-15% larger in scope than competing deep seating furniture. All deep seating units come with a 3-stop
reclining feature to offer varied relaxing positions. Along with the good looking style from the front and
side, the Augusta furniture adds an exquisite, handsome curve to the backrest design. 

“With increased seating area, thicker cuts of teak and styling design based on cohesive contours rather than
production efficiencies, we have produced a collection of furniture well suited for a wide range of
applications. From the finest estates to mountain lodges or hotel seating, this unique style adds a specific
distinction to any atmosphere or surrounding”, says Terrana.

In addition to the Augusta deep seating collection, Douglas Nance offers a complete range of teak patio
furniture and yes, Adirondack chairs too.  Another specialty piece is the Arlington 94” Extension Table that
opens and closes with just one hand (shown with the Augusta Dining Armchair).

If you would like to see more of the Douglas Nance Augusta collection visit http://www.douglasnance.com
or call 866-869-8122.

# # #

About Douglas Nance: Douglas Nance creates sophisticated teak furnishings for those who accept only the
finest quality. Our selection of premium materials and wonderfully sculpted designs mate to inspire truly
comfortable outdoor living. Enjoy your Douglas Nance shopping experience while you view designs rich
with heritage and built to give decades of satisfaction.
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